Head & Shoulders Drawing
Intensive Workshops
“I sometimes think there is nothing so delightful as drawing” Vincent van Gogh

Mondays 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm; August 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
These five consecutive weeks of 3-hour intensive workshops are designed to assist you to see in new ways
using mind and body integration in a relaxing, social environment that nurtures your creativity. You will
learn to tune in to your right brain ability to really see, aided by our unique approach to understanding
the underlying facial anatomy.

Guided tuition, demonstrations, handouts, and gentle, relaxing exercises will be included along with body
mapping, (drawing directly on our life model) and study of our skeleton, Mr. Bone Jangles. Subjects
covered include:
▪ Proportions and anatomy of head & shoulders
▪ ‘Fleshing out’ – essential planes of the face
▪ Study of facial features (eyes, nose, mouth)
▪ Describing volume, shapes, and value (shading)
▪ The icing on the cake! Hair and individual features
Join Annette Raff and Ree Willison (from Art & Soul) as they guide you
through a unique approach to life drawing. Ree
brings extensive knowledge and awareness of
‘bodies’ as a professional life model, yoga teacher and kinesiologist. She
combines gentle movement and breathing exercises to relax the body and
energise right brain creativity. With Annette’s qualifications in fine art and
design, extensive background as an award-winning artist and teacher in a
variety of mediums and foundational drawing skills, Annette believes that
drawing is really a matter of learning to ‘see’. You will practice strategies to
un-block habits hindering your ability to see what is really there as opposed
to what you think you see.
Venue: Royal Qld Art Society, 25 Broadbeach Blvd, Broadbeach QLD
Cost: Full Fee: $350
BYO: 3 or more sticks of fine or medium Willow Charcoal (must be ‘Willow’), kneadable eraser, 3B &
6B pencils Early Bird/Repeat student discount $335. Bookings are essential contact Annette Raff 0419
637 452 or Ree Willison 0413 497 439 or annette@watercolourlessonsonline.com or
www.facebook.com/rightzonecreatives
Art & Soul also offer one day workshops - Life Drawing Foundations and Intensive workshops. Ensure you are
registered with us to be notified of these and other workshops.

